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If we always do what we’ve always done, we will always get what we’ve always got.
ADOT/LPA Organization Changes

• Why change?
  • Too many Silos
  • Improve Communications
  • Increase accountability
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Project Management Organization Changes
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Types of Administration

- ADOT (AA)
- Certification Acceptance (CA)
- Self Administration (SA)
Opportunities for the Consultant Community

- **ADOT (AA)**
  - Development – on call or supplemental
  - Construction – temp tech or full services

- **Certification Acceptance (CA)**
  - Development – full services, on call or supplemental
  - Development ADOT – on call or supplemental
  - Construction – temp tech or full services

- **Self Administration (SA)**
  - Development Local – on call
  - Development ADOT – on call or supplemental
  - Construction – temp tech or full services
Transportation Alternatives
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Local Public Agency Projects Manual

- Released February 2013 “Tool for the tool box”
- Guidance for transportation projects funded under the Federal-Aid Highway Program
- A “living” document available on the ADOT website
- **Training** is available
  Contact person:
  Jodi Rooney
  ADOT Local Public Agency Section
  jrooney@azdot.gov
  602/206-3524
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Questions